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COUNT TOLSTOI'S WORKS.
M
R, WALTER SCOTT has the pleasure to announce that
. he has made arrangements to publish, in Monthly
VohimcB, a series of translations of works by the eminent
Russian novelist, Count Lyof N, Tolstoi These trans-
lations, direct from the Rtissian, are by Mr, Nathan Haskell
Dok, and admirably reproduce the spirit and style of the
original. The Knglish reading public will be introduced to an'
entirely new scries of works by one who is probably the
greatest living master of fiction in Europe, and one upon whose
personality and opinions,-— social* ethical, and religious,— a
unique attention is concentrated. To those unfamiliar with the
charm of Russian fiction, and especially with the works of
Count Tolstoi, these volumes will come as a new revelation
of power,
T%® Series will begin
A   RUSSIAN   PROPRIETOR,
AND OTHER STORIES-
By  count  LYOF   N.  TOLSTOI.
Thin volume, which is representative of Count Tolstoi's literary
net I vi (y between 11852 and 1859, will fittingly serve as a prelude and
introduction to thone which follow. Besides its own interest, much of
it has the Interest of disguised autobiography ; Prince Nckhliudof, the
 *	UusHian Proprietor/ suggests the youthful figure of Count Tolstoi
himself in  one of his early experiences ;  the  * Recollections of a
Scorer/ awl  'Two Hussars/ are regarded as reminiscent of Count
Tolstois gambling days,   Both must have been suggested by some such
terrible experience as thnt told of the Count's gambling-debt in the
rnweasuH,   'jLucernu* and * Albert/ two other stories ol the volume,
ure also evidently transcript from the author's ^own experience.   The
MrmtKft young protector of the wandering singer in the one, the
shadowy Prince NekhUudof in the other, arc both Count Tolstoi himself
In phases quite distinct from those in which he is familiar at present
 *	Albert/ In its peculiar realism and pathos, i« one of Count Tolstoi's
mont exqutolte wkddtes, and a striking example of his literary method.
london; WALTER SCOUT, 24 warwick lane.

